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igh-profile hacks of Sony, Anthem and, more 
recently, inf idelity dating site Ashley Madison 
have put data protection in the international 
spotlight. Arguably, at the epicentre of the 
broader data privacy discussion is the European 
Union – whose legislation and Court of Justice 
decisions may well have a knock-on effect on 
territories worldwide, establishing a global gold 
standard for data protection in the internet age. 

Chief among them are last year’s land-
mark Google v Spain (Costeja) decision in 
the Court of Justice of the European Union 
(CJEU) establishing the ‘right to be forgotten’ 
(RTBF). Yves Bot, the advocate general of 
the CJEU is currently considering a challenge 
to the pivotal United States-EU Safe Harbor 
Framework in a case brought against Facebook 
by Austrian privacy activist Max Schrems. And, 
perhaps most saliently, the EU’s General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR), which will 
replace the current Data Protection Directive 
and harmonise data protection law across the 
EU, is poised to shake up the system with its 
imposition of onerous obligations on data 
controllers and processors and hefty f ines for 
data breaches.

Costeja: The Long Arm of EU Law
The RTBF – which gives individuals the right 
to ask search engines to remove links with 
personal information about them which is 
inaccurate, inadequate, irrelevant or excessive 
– has ignited a f irestorm around its impact on 
freedom of expression and the right to access 
information. In July, a French data regulator’s 
failed attempts to expand the scope of RTBF 
de-indexing from the google.fr to the google.
com domain, prompted heated debate over 
how far European data protection laws might 
extend. However, according to data privacy 
and information technology lawyers, in prac-
tice, RTBF affects a narrow commercial sector. 

“The biggest impact of the case actually is 
the ‘applicable law’ point more than the right 
to be forgotten,” says Vinod Bange, partner 
in the IT, telecoms and competition group 
at Taylor Wessing in London. In Costeja, the 
court ruled that a parent company (in this case 
Google) is subject to European data protec-
tion law, if the commercial activity of its EU 
subsidiary (in this case in Spain) is connected 
closely to the processing of personal data. The 
fact that Google Spain was merely involved in 
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advertising while data processed in Google’s 
California headquarters was irrelevant. 

“It’s quite an interesting question as to how 
that longer arm jurisdictional reach might crop 
up in other cases completely outside of social 
media,” says Kate Brimsted, counsel in the data 
privacy team at Reed Smith in London. The 
commercial effects of this are already mani-
festing according to Gonzalo Gállego, partner 
in Hogan Lovells’ intellectual property, media 
and technology practice in Madrid: “There are 
some companies that are starting to be reluc-
tant to open in the EU market just because they 
want to avoid being subject to EU data protec-
tion laws.”

A global gold standard
Bange adds that the ‘applicable law’ point is 
“one stepping stone towards where the law 
is going to be”, adding that he thinks it will be 
reinforced by the GDPR, which is intended to 
catch all organisations processing data from EU 
citizens, irrespective of the server locations or 
domiciles of those undertakings. Likewise, he 
believes that a provision for a home authority 
or ‘one stop shop’ (such as a supervisory 
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authority enforcement in a single EU member 
state) in the European Council of Ministers-
approved draft Regulation would be beneficial 
to multinational companies. 

Under the Directive, such corporates could 
conceivably deal with 28 data protection 
authorities (DPAs) with 28 national laws inter-
preting the Directive. “For those organisations 
with that extra-territorial dimension, it will no 
doubt be of help to have that home authority 
ruling because then it is the one regulator you 
are talking to about what the applicable law is,” 
he says. 

“One of the biggest grenades thrown into 
[the Regulation] is the idea that for the first 
time organisations which are termed ‘data 
processors’ rather than ‘data controllers’, will 
have direct obligation to comply with the law,” 
says Brimsted. 

Under the Directive, a data processor 
processes the data on the controller’s behalf 
while the purpose for which the data is being 
processed is determined by the data controller, 
who can be fined for breaching the local legis-
lation which implements the Directive. Under 
the new Regulation, data processors will face 
liability for breach as well – a rule which would 
particularly impact cloud service providers. 

Currently, according to Gállego, civil litigation 
in data protection often occurs as a result of 
a data controller being f ined by a DPA for a 
breach of law committed by a data processor; 
the former then claims against the latter to 
recover the damage suffered as a consequence 
of the fine – although, he says, this is often 
avoided through express contractual clauses. 

“Data security breach is a risk that continues 
to rise up the board agenda – both in terms 
of threats from insiders and external threats 
from sophisticated hackers,” says Ashley Hurst, 
partner specialising in media and internet 
disputes at Olswang in London, “with the 
GDPR likely to establish compulsory notif ica-
tion of data breaches and fines of at least two 
per cent of global turnover, this trend is set to 
continue”. This penalty will likely be capped at 
EUR 100 million, notes Bange, however he adds, 
“we are talking f ines that are in the millions as 
opposed to hundreds of thousands of pounds”.

Sea changes for Safe Harbour
Under the Directive, personal data should not 
be transferred out of the member states and 
into a third country unless that country ensures 
an adequate level of protection – a provision 
expected to survive in the Regulation. One 
of the ways in which US corporates comply 
with this is through the EU-UK Safe Harbour 
Framework, which allows them to self-certify 
their compliance. One data compliance off icer 
from a major Silicon Valley tech company, 
speaking off the record, said he was concerned f
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about the potential future abolition of Safe 
Harbor and wondered whether the self-certi-
f ication of companies currently signed up to it 
might be grandfathered in.

The Article 29 Working Party (comprised 
of member state DPAs, the European Data 
Protection Supervisor and the European 
Commission) claims that Safe Harbor is insuff i-
cient and lacks transparency, recommending its 
revision. This opinion is central to the Schrems 
class action case against Facebook. The advo-
cate general’s opinion on this case (likely deliv-
ered by October) will clarify whether Safe 
Harbor self-certif ication is binding on a DPA 
– restricting their right to challenge its validity.

“If the Safe Harbor certif ication is declared 
not binding or not necessarily binding for  
the DPAs this could cause a major issue for 
most US multinationals with presence in the 
EU,” says Gallego. If this is the outcome, he 
says, “the [data] exporter in the EU has to rely 
on other rights like the standard contractual 
clauses [Model Clauses] or consent or any other 
grounds in the Directive”. Bange confirms: 
“This could have far-reaching consequences,” 
explaining that there are many companies that 
rely on this framework as a primary or sole 
means of legalising the export of data to the 
US. 

He notes that his clients have been increas-
ingly interested in the solution provided  
by Binding Corporate Rules (BCR), previously 
“the preserve of data controllers” but now a 
“desirable tool” for service providers as well, 
and the “the gold-plated standard” for legiti-
mising data exports. 

BCRs essentially involve multinational 
corporate groups establishing internal privacy 
programmes which safeguard the interna-
tional transfers of personal data within the 
same group to entities in countries which do 
not provide adequate protection. Bange sees 
this as very much in the Regulation’s purview, 

adding, “complying with the new Regulation 
will bring you close to complying with what is 
seen as a gold standard right now”.

Some aspects of compliance with the 
Regulation are onerous on corporates. The 
potential requirement to have data protection 
off icers, for instance, has prompted a discus-
sion of whether or not there should be a carve-
out for small and medium-sized enterprises, 
whose limited resources might make filling 
the niche position a challenge. There is also a 
burden on organisations to notify the super-
visory authority of data breaches resulting in 
“physical, material or moral damage to individ-
uals” within 72 hours.

This compulsory notif ication requirement, 
along with the inevitability of an increase 
in data breaches, is likely to spur litigation. 
Accordingly, Hurst says: “Big companies 
are starting to get their ducks in a row now 
to comply with the Regulation for when it is 
expected to take effect in 2017.” Corporates 
are beginning to seriously ponder the location 
of their establishment, or subsidiaries, where 
they store data and whether they have BCRs 
in place, all the while spending more money on 
compliance and beefing up their online security 
with cyber-insurance. 

“The Regulation is not going to be prescrip-
tive around data protection and data security. 
It is still going to be risk-based, but what it is 
instilling is requirements around compliance,” 
says Bange, while suggesting that it may never-
theless fall short of effectively clarifying areas of 
ambiguity in data protection.

“My gut feeling is that it is going to be a 
missed opportunity. We will end up with a law 
that promises harmonisation... that is going to 
be quite powerful... hard-hitting if you get it 
wrong,” he says, “But it is still not going to be the 
advanced piece of legislation that we thought it 
could be and should be when we embarked on 
the consultation three years ago.”
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In March, the UK Court of Appeal concluded, in Google v Vidal-Hall that individuals could 
claim for distress arising from a breach of the Data Protection Act (which implements the 
Directive) without having to show pecuniary loss. While an appeal to the UK Supreme Court 
is pending, the case significantly  advanced the law. 
“Libel and Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights used to be the main legal 
tools for individuals claiming damages in relation to internet content,” says Ashley Hurst at 
Olswang. “Recent cases have demonstrated that data privacy legislation can be used to claim 
damages in relation to damaging internet content. This has led to companies taking a closer 
look as to how and for what purposes they process personal data.” 
Some say this has opened the floodgates in Europe to US-style class actions. Hurst says: “There 
are signs in a number of European member states that claimant lawyers are looking at creative 
ways to bring class action-style data privacy lawsuits. Such lawsuits have become common 
place in the US, although the ‘loser pays’ system in some European courts will be a significant 
deterrent to bringing bad lawsuits.”

Google v Vidal-Hall
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